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Mix together in a bowl: 

1) Wild bird seed (which may include sunflower hearts, naked rolled oats, dried  

mealworms, yellow millet, kibbled peanuts and black sunflower seeds) – this is what  

helps the reindeers to fly! 

2) Add some rolled oats and some dried fruit, like cranberries (if you have a dog, please don’t use grapes,

raisins, sultanas or currants as these can be poisonous for them). 

3) Some dried insects – Rudolph and his bird friends love mealworms and waxworms. 

4) A hint of chilli powder – it helps keep Rudolph’s nose glowing red and will stop  

squirrels and rodents from stealing the food before Rudolph arrives! 

Cellophane bag or small food bag, or square of material and ribbon. 

Stapler or ribbon to secure the instruction tag - download these from our website! 

Place a few spoonfuls of the mixture in a bag, seal and label.   

Sell to friends, family and colleagues for £1 or £2 per bag.                            

*Not for human consumption. 

Pour your favourite hot chocolate powder mix into a clear piping bag, pushing it all the way to the tip. 

Cut off the top of the piping bag at approximately 2 inches above the top of the hot chocolate. Fold the excess

of the piping bag in and down – staple to close. 

Put the bag of hot chocolate powder into another piping bag and flatten. 

Add a layer of chocolate chips and then a layer of marshmallows. 

Carefully secure the top of the bag and tie with a ribbon. 

Cut out a gift tag, punch a hole in the top and weave a ribbon through, then tie a knot to hold the tag in place. 

Wrap a pipe cleaner around the bag – just above the ribbon. Shape it into antlers. 

Place little wiggle eyes near the top of the hot chocolate mix and glue in place. 

Glue a small red pom-pom near the tip of the bag for Rudolph’s nose. 

Sell to friends, family and colleagues for £2 or £3 per bag. 

Magic Reindeer Food*

Reindeer Hot Chocolate

"Sprinkle this reindeer food outside tonight,  the moonlight will make it sparkle bright,  

as the reindeer fly and roam, this will guide them to your home."
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“Having a memory box for our little girl meant that in the hardest time ever, someone was there

helping us. And they are always they for you. There were guidance booklets, that helped us realise

although everyone’s story is unique and we grieve in different ways, we were not alone”  

Bereaved Mum, Facebook


